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Introduction
Water quality depends on various climatic factors and variation of water quality can be observed due to season change.
Water parameters such as pH, dissolved oxygen, temperature are the basic water features and those features need to be
monitored in real – time for various water applications such as agriculture, fishery and aquaculture based water applications
[1,2,3]. Water quality monitoring is an essential need for the human being. Fog computing is a part of an IoT based system
framework and the goal of this fog computing is to generate a notification in real-time. Fog enabled IoT platform can
analyse sensor generated data in real-time and user can get a notification about the condition of the water system [5]. Water
quality monitoring comprises of several case studies and based on those applications sensing of various water parameters
may vary. Here, we have highlighted two specific case studies such as drinking water quality monitoring and fishery based
water quality analysis under fog computing environment. Fog computing comprises the computation and decision
generation using smart fog devices. Fog device is a concept of an intelligent computation platform, where sensed data can
be computed and based on data computation notifications can be generated.
IoT Based System Architecture
Figure 1 describes the fog computing based IoT framework for water quality monitoring. The fog computing framework
consists of three layers such as sensing layer, computation layer and cloud layer [4].
Sensing Layer
Sensing layer consists of several sensor nodes and each sensor node is composed of several sensors, data acquisition unit
and communication module.
Fog Layer
Fog layer is composed of several gateway devices. Each gateway device performs data acquisition from sensor nodes and
performs data analysis inside each gateway device.
Cloud Layer
Cloud layer performs data analysis and generates decision report for each of the individual sensor nodes. Cloud layer is the
upper layer of the computation platform and cloud maintains a large sensor based database for performing trend analysis on
those acquired features.
The Need for Real-Time Water Quality Analysis for Drinking Water and Fish Water
Water quality depends on various water parameters such as temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH value and conductivity of a
water body. The main challenge in agriculture and pisciculture system is that to identify a proper usage of a particular water
body and which is suitable for a particular crop farming and pisciculture breeding respectively.

Figure 1: Fog Computing based System Framework
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Another main challenge of water quality monitoring is that, if unwanted solid compounds get dissolved at a particular
region of a water body, there is a possibility of water pollution due to those elements. If pollution occurs at a particular
position of a water body, it can spread over the large area of the water body and this can affect the life cycle of aquatic
organisms. In rural areas due to water pollution drinking water resources get polluted and this pollution can’t be identified
by human beings. Real-time fog device based notification generation can detect water pollution and save the life of aquatic
organisms.
IoT nodes can perform data acquisition from different positions of the water body and collect various features such as
temperature, humidity, pH, dissolved oxygen and conductivity. The collected data in real-time is sent to the fog device for
monitoring the water system’s condition. Each fog device is connected to a cloud platform and sends data of a particular
region of the water body to the cloud platform for performing data analysis. Cloud platform can generate a seasonal trend of
water quality, based on data analysis. This seasonal trend will help to predict the condition of the water system and to take a
right decision based on seasonal changes. In contrast to cloud based analysis the real-time monitoring of the water system
using the handheld fog device helps the authority to take a decision in real-time.
Fog inspired IoT system has various application areas such as agriculture based applications, health IoT based applications,
smart farming based applications etc. Here, we are concentrating about fog inspired water quality monitoring for drinking
water quality analysis and fishery based water quality analysis.
The Data Processing and Analytics in Fog and Cloud End
Generated sensor data from different sensor nodes is processed inside the fog device and inside the cloud platform to
generate a decision. Fog device performs real-time data analysis and cloud performs trend analysis based on stored dataset.
Fog Based Data Analysis
To incorporate the intelligence inside a fog device a learning model is built within the fog device. The device learning is
performed in two steps such as learning model building and the verification of that model using several unknown test cases.
The performance metrics such as test case accuracy is noted for each of the verification phases. Based on those noted
accuracy the modification and tuning of various learning parameters are performed. Here, we have described the concept of
handheld fog devices for drinking water quality monitoring and for fishery based applications respectively. The device
verification phase can be performed by a group of expertise people of that particular field. Based on the consent of the
expertise group the learning model can be modified.
Cloud Based Data Analysis
Cloud based data analysis is also known as global data analysis. Global data analysis is performed inside the cloud
platform, where data from different fog nodes are stored and analysed for report generation. Figure 4 describes cloud based
sensor database which contains IoT node ID, Sensor ID, fog node ID, Local Timestamp, Global Timestamp and Latitude
and Longitude of the deployed IoT node. Cloud based data analysis is required for the field of monitoring of a large water
body. Inside the cloud platform as data from different fog nodes can be gathered and cloud end data analysis model can
generate a decision report for each of the IoT nodes based on their locations with respect to a particular fog node. From
cloud end data analysis user can get a view of the water system for each of the locations of the water body.
Applications in Daily life
Fog computing based system can be used in various applications such as fruit quality monitoring, water quality monitoring,
smart farming based applications etc.
Drinking Water Quality Monitoring Based Application
Drinking water is an essential element in our daily life and monitoring of drinking water quality is also an important aspect
in our daily life.

Figure 2: Fog Computing Based Drinking Water Application
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We have proposed an IoT based intelligent system, which can predict the probable usage of a water sample and can predict
whether that water sample can be used in drinking purpose or not. Figure 2 describes the concept of handheld device for
drinking water quality analysis. The handheld device is intelligent enough to decide whether a particular water sample can
be used as drinking water purpose or not.
Fishery Based Applications
Water quality monitoring is an essential thing for agro based communities. In pisciculture water quality monitoring is the
most essential need. We have devised an IoT based intelligent system which can decide the kind of fish farming suited for a
given water body. Here, we have proposed a concept of open hardware based handheld device, which can perform data
analysis in real–time. With the help of the handheld device, shown in Figure 3, user can decide whether the water body is
suitable for a specific type of fish breeding or not. Various fishery based applications such as carp breeding and prawn
breeding depend on the quality of a water sample and our fog device can help on such decisions.
Quality Monitoring of Fruits
Gas sensing based fruit quality monitoring can be performed using a handheld fog device. Fruit quality monitoring can help
to detect the quality of a food and how much it is perishable. This real-time fruit quality detection can reduce the wastage
of fruits.

Figure 3: Fog Computing Based fishery Application
IoT Based End to End Security Model
IoT based system is composed of several IoT nodes and fog nodes and each node performs data communication between
them. IoT based End to End security comprises device authentication, end to end data encryption using lightweight data
encryption and data integrity based model design. To perform data communication between each of the IoT nodes and a
specific fog node, each IoT node must be authenticated to the fog node. The legitimate IoT node and fog node can perform
data communication between them. To authenticate each of the IoT nodes and fog node lightweight device authentication
approach can be used. The data packets generated by each of the IoT nodes are encrypted using data encryption technique
and is sent to the fog node. The concept behind the data encryption is that only legitimate fog nodes can decrypt the data
packet and that data packet is saved inside the fog nodes for performing data analysis. Inside the fog nodes the integrity of
that data packet is maintained.

Figure 4: Cloud Based Data Analysis
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Conclusion
Our objective is to incorporate big data based computation inside a small fog device. Here, we have described the concept
of a fog device for two applications such as drinking water quality analysis and fishery based applications. In future our
plan is to build cloud based trend analysis model using large datasets. The cloud based data analysis model will also
generate seasonal trends of a system for various IoT based applications.
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